the withdrawal from norway, may 8, 1940
things when looked at beforehand than they are when looked at
after. But what would have been said if it had been sunk I Who
was the madman who sent one of our most valuable ships into
narrow, congested waters like these where it could easily fall a
prey to the many dangers surrounding it ? It is easy when you
have no responsibility. If you dare, and forfeit is exacted, it is
murder of our sailors ; if you are prudent, you are craven, cowardly,
inept and timid.
Then we were asked why we did not go into Bergen, Trondheim
and other ports in the first few hours. My right hon. Friend the
Member for Sparkbrook [Mr. Amery] said we had been rather led
astray or decoyed away by the two German heavy battle-cruisers
which came out to sea, and that they were a fake and a lure. They
may have been a fake and a lure, but they were certainly a reality.
If we had tried to send transports carrying troops across waters
where they, although unlocated, were known to be lurking, they
might have cut the whole squadron of transports to rags. It
would have been a veYy tragic incident, and we were happily
spared from it. The only object of going into these fiords, unless
you had troops to land and fight the Germans who had just arrived,
would have been to destroy such enemy cruisers and destroyers as
were there. These were largely destroyed from the air by the
Fleet Air Arm. As for the two that were lurking in Trondheim
harbour, one was a destroyer and one a small torpedo boat, and
they were overlooked by the air. It would not have been justifiable
to undertake to force Trondheim Fiord merely for the purpose of
cleaning up that very small item.
I now come to the much more important question of Trondheim,
There is no dispute that it was our duty to do our best to help the
Norwegians and that the capture and defence of Trondheim was
the best way to do it. My eye has always been fixed on Narvik;
there, it seemed to me, is a port which may lead to some decisive
achievement in the war. But when the German outrage occurred,
there is no dispute that we were bound to go to the aid of the
Norwegians and that Trondheim was the place. A plan was
prepared by the joint staffs for two diversionary landings at Namsos
and Andalsnes and for a direct landing in Trondheim Fiord of a
force superior to that of the enemy which had seized that port.
This was undoubtedly a hazardous operation. The forts at the
entrance presented no serious difficulty, and the guns were not of a
very formidable character; but the fact that a very large number
of valuable ships would have to be continuously exposed for many
hours to dose bombing meant that grievous losses might be
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